SPENCER BUTTE MIDDLE SCHOOL
2016-2017 STUDENT SUPPLY LIST

ALL STUDENTS NEED (CLC Students list is below):
- Three-ring binder (3” Heavy Duty “D” Ring) **No zippered notebooks!**

**set up as follows:**
- Notebook paper, lined with margins (at least 300 sheets)
- One set of notebook dividers
- Zippered nylon pouch for carrying pencils/pens - which will include:
  - Pencils (#2), at least 12 sharpened
  - One black felt tip or gel pen (non-permanent)
  - Six pens
  - Colored pencil set (sharpened)
  - Highlighters (set of 4 different colors)
  - Glue sticks - Five large (will need more later)
  - Small pencil sharpener
  - (3) Dry Erase markers (Spanish)
  - One USB pen drive (also called jump or flash or thumb drive - 2GB recommended)
- 6 inch ruler marked with inches and centimeters
- Six spiral notebooks (non-perforated pages)
- Two boxes of tissues for the first half of school year (give to first period teachers or the office)
- Scientific Calculator
- Two spiral notebooks - regular lined for grade 6; “graph ruled” (or “quad ruled”) for grades 6, 7 & 8

CLC PROGRAM STUDENTS NEED
- Three-ring binder (3” Heavy Duty “D” Ring) **No zippered notebooks!**

**set up as follows:**
- Notebook paper, lined with margins (at least 300 sheets)
- One set of plastic notebook dividers
- Two (2) pocket folders (No prongs)
- Zippered nylon pouch for carrying pencils/pens - which will include:
  - Pencils (#2), at least 24 sharpened
  - Two, Black pens (non permanent)
  - Two Red pens
  - Colored pencil set (sharpened)
  - Highlighters (set of four different colors)
  - Glue sticks - Three large (will need more later)
  - Small pencil sharpener
  - One USB pen drive (also called jump or flash or thumb drive - 2GB recommended)
  - One Pair of headphones
- 6 inch ruler marked with inches and centimeters
- Three spiral notebooks (non-perforated pages)
- Two boxes of tissues for the first half of school year (give to first period teachers or the office)